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Achieve best practice while saving resources with our

complete IT solution
Why is it important for schools
to invest in an ITAM solution?

What makes NetSupport DNA
unique?

To answer that question, we need to
be a little more specific. ITAM stands
for “IT Asset Management” but, within
an educational context, all we mean is
one solution that allows us to view and
track all key IT assets across the school
site: our desktop PCs; servers; tablets;
printers; be able to control not just the
hardware devices, but the software
that’s installed on them; and also
provide the tools to maintain and
manage them to ensure that they run
efficiently.

Fundamentally, it’s three products in
one. Firstly, it’s designed to manage and
control all the technology across the
school site – and beyond. Secondly,
it’s a dedicated classroom management
and instructional tool, with
specialist features for teachers to not
only monitor, collaborate with and
control student activity – but its set
of Ofsted-based assessment tools
also means it is focused on learning
outcomes. Thirdly, NetSupport DNA
provides effective safeguarding. Its
keyword monitoring, concern reporting
and tracking cover numerous
safeguarding issues: from meeting
Prevent duty obligations through to
being alerted to bullying, racism,
self-harm, drugs, signs of radicalisation,
eating disorders, mental health issues,
and so on.

How does NetSupport DNA
help schools make and realise
genuine cost savings?

particular incident. For these types of
events, staff are alerted immediately
and can intervene as necessary.
Proactively, we also provide the
opportunity for students to report their
own concerns directly to trusted
members of staff. DNA logs them (along
with any supporting documentation
and screenshots the student provides)
and the school can track activity against
them.
The final part is providing educational
safeguarding resources that students
can access themselves. For each
location, there is a dedicated
self-service website list where students
can seek help externally, whether it’s
for drugs or self-harm, FGM or other
safeguarding topics.
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